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The Incas have proved to be a persistent theme throughout Andean
historiography, as a specific subject matter but also as a mental referent in
discussing issues of identity, nationhood, citizenship, or capitalism. In his
book under review here, Rodrigo Montoya Rojas criticizes Mario Vargas
Llosa for neglecting to recognize the importance of the indigenous cultures
in Peru: "He is n1istaken when he asserts that everyone in Peru wants the
developn1ent of capitalism and that nobody remen1bers the Incas.... At a
time when poverty and unemployment continue to grow in spite of all reform
attempts in capitalist strategies, there are hundreds of thousands of Peru
vians who do not believe in the alleged benefits of capitalism. In tin1es of
crisis like today, the memory of the Incas and their en1pire without hunger
is strongly present" (pp. 231-32).

Vargas Llosa, in contrast, has proclain1ed the death of a collectivist
and ethnically fralned society, the end of Tahuantinsuyu, and he characterized
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the men10ries linked to the Inkas as "an archaic utopia."l Such opposing inter
pretations of the Andean past and present also have implications for design
ing paths for the future. Some observers argue that Peruvians today should'
establish a modern, capitalist, bourgeois society, forget the past, and con
centrate on the future. Others call for rethinking political and ideological
representations, recognizing multiple citizenships, and examining the past
in order to build the future.

In terms of more general analytical tendencies, Vargas Llosa is out of
the loop. It is amazing to see how developmental issues have recently been
brought back to the drawing boards of economists. They are once again look
ing at the historical record to find explanations for today's widening redis
tributive gaps and growing dualisms worldwide, as discussed in Al11l!rica
Latina y Espa11a: Un futuro c0111partido, edited by Antoni Guell y Mar Vila (p. 27).
In reassessing such gaps and dualities, academicians and politicians have
resorted to an understanding of structural conditions such as the availabil
ity of natural resources, ethno-linguistic diversity, culture, and history (p. 103).

The publications to be reviewed in this essay overwhelm Vargas Llosa's
argument with sheer numbers. Academically and politically, the Incas are
not dead. They keep reappearing over long stretches of time and are re
peatedly revitalized in varying perspectives of particular historical junc
tures, especially in times of crises, as demonstrated by Alberto Flores Galindo
in his Utopia Andina.2

Beyond the sheer importance or nonimportance of the Incas in the
Andean region, the general impression of who these Incas were is far from
coherent. Directly or indirectly, all the books under review have something
to say about the Inca past, and they span four centuries and the distance
from England to Bolivia. All the books are informed by the authors' under
standings of Andean life today and their awareness of the implications of
the debate between Montoya and Vargas Llosa. Nevertheless, reading these
books provides no cohesive or uniform image of the Incas nor any clear
sense of why the Inca past looms so large in the arguments of historical
actors across time or the diverse ways of "appropriating" the Inca past.

Readers who study and think about the Incas today becon1e aware
that general knowledge about the Inca En1pire has expanded considerably.
New findings have been reported fron1 several disciplines-ethnohistory,
anthropology, archaeology, and history. New 111ethodologies and sources have
greatly expanded such knowledge and the kinds of questions that are being
asked. Yet despite added infor111ation about the Incas, students of the Incas

1. Nlario Vargas Llosa, La lltoJ1{a arcaica: Jo~{; Mar{a Argllcda~ y la~ fi«iolle~ del illdigelli~l1l0

(Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura Econ6n1ica de tvlexico, 1996), 335. See also his essay "Global
Village or Global Pillage," in Global Fortlllle: Tlie Stli111blc alld R.i~e of World CaJ1itali~111, edited
by Ian Vasquez (Washington, D.C.: Cato Institute, 20(0).

2. Alberto Flores Galindo, Hll~(alldo llll Illca (Lin1a: Horizonte, 198R).
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are still left with a dichotomous view of who they were, what they thought,
how they lived, and how their power relations worked. A dual image of the
Incas remains pervasive: the well-intentioned strategists versus the power
greedy ethnic group. This bifurcated image continues to inform general
understanding of the Andean past, analysts' political views, and notions of
the indigenous populations in the wake of historical development in the
Andes.3

Most information (new and old) revolves around Cusco, the seat of
the Inca Empire, although much has been learned from looking into the more
removed areas of more recent incorporation.4 Cusco-centeredness also typi
fies the works under review here. Cieza de Leon talked with eus'co quipu
camayocs, state accountants and official recorders who handled the quipus.
Rostworowski looks at the political organization orchestrated from Cusco,
although she adds interesting ideas based on her research on Chincha mer
chants. Stavig and Walker both delve into the Tupac Amaru rebellion in and
around Cusco, while Bradley and Cahill reflect on Inca images derived from
descriptions of Cusco.

Although scholars' larger image of the Incas has not changed dramati
cally, new pieces of information have been added to old puzzles. A certain
range of speculations has been replaced by historical evidence based on more
rigorous and detailed microhistorical analysis.

In the careful translation by Alexandra Parma Cook and Noble David
Cook, Pedro Cieza de Leon offers what is still the earliest "vision of the pre
Spanish world" based on "European precepts." More and more bits of Cieza
de Leon's writings (or those attributed to him) have slowly been incorpo
rated into various editions of his work. For example, some parts of the pre
sent edition had never been published until 1979. Considering that Cieza
de Leon was talking to quipucamayocs in Cusco about fifteen years after
the Spaniards arrived around 1550, such a delay represents an almost inter
minable silence for such important material.

3. Senne intriguing articles were recently c0111piled in a commemorative volu111c for Maria
Rostworo""ski, edited at the Instituto de Estudios Peruanos in Lima. See Arquc%gfa,
antrvp%g(a c hisforia cn/os Andes: Homena;c a Mar(a l\ostworowski, editcd by Rafael Var6n and
Javier Flores (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos), 1997.

4. ()ther regions in Peru have attracted much less attention, and the thclnes analyzed in
other regions diverge greatly from the concerns focusing on Cusco. One such region is Are
quipa, ",'hcre caudillo politics have d0111inated the regional scene \;vith its anti-centralist
strands. Another region is Puno, important as a rcgion linking the mining center of Potosi in
colonial ti111es and in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as the region where gamonalisl1l0
flourished. Cajalnarca and Trujillo stand out for different reasons. It is to be hoped that some
day, scholars \;vill be able to asselnble our knovvledge of Andean regions in a con1parative
fralnC\Vork. For a recent analysis on Arequipa behveen 1780 and 1854, see Sarah C. Chan1
bers, From Suh/eeb to Citizcns: 1101101', Gender, and Politics in Arequipa, Peru, 1780-1854 (Uni
versity Park: Penn State University Press), 1999.
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In The Discovery and Conquest of Peru, the translation of Cieza's "third
part" conveys his great respect for the Incas and the pre-Incan cultures as he
scolds Spanish misbehavior. Cieza states that he seeks not to please but to tell
the truth (p. 245), and his truth is highly critical of the Spanish presence in the
first decades of the Inca-Spanish encounter. He portrays the Incas as civiliz
ing agents and the Spaniards as disputing with the Incas and victimizing
them. When the warring factions of Almagristas and Pizarristas clashed,
Atahualpa was to his amazement sentenced to death. He died wishing that
Diego de Almagro had never left the camp in Cajamarca (pp. 252-58). Ac
cording to Cieza de Leon, Atahualpa should never have been killed: be
cause much wrong had been done to Indians, Spain owed them restitution.
Cieza set an example of such restitution in his own will by making provi
sions for Amerindians.5 In Cieza de Leon's view, the so-called conquest of
the Incas was eminently unfair. The Spaniards suffocated the Incas' civiliz
ing efforts and set a terrible example. Cieza's account implies that much
could have been respected and "saved" from the Inca past for the benefit of
all, especially for the suffering Indians.

Maria Rostworowski de Diez Canseco's History of the Inca Realm is a
long overdue translation of her Historia del Tahuantinsuyu (1988), ably trans
lated by Harry Iceland. This work has already become a high school text
book in Peru. Rostworowski focuses once more on her main topic of study,
the political history of the Tahuantinsuyu, although she has ventured into
many other aspects of life in the Inca realms. She envisions this political
history as a uniquely Andean historical process, based on a peculiar mix of
kinship, politics, economic organization, social stratification, and religion.
These aspects of life were articulated through the concept of reciprocity, a
system of symmetrical and asymmetrical mutual obligations.

According to Rostworowski, reciprocity represents the abyss remain
ing between "the Andean way of thinking and the Spanish perspective" (p. x).
She also depicts diverse "economic models" with which social groups coped
with a harsh ecological environment and a varying set of social organiza
tions (pp. 202-19). They were misunderstood and disrupted by enconliendas
and reducciones imposed by Spain (p. 224). Rostworowski finds a stark con
trast between the ethnically and communally integrated way of life repre
sented by the Inca Empire and Spanish colonial society based on the indi
vidual and stratification.

Despite their great separation in tinle, Rostworowski and Cieza de
Leon share the saIne perspective. In his view, certain Spaniards harnled
specific representatives of the Incas and thus disnlantled a major compo
nent of civilizing efforts. In Rostworowski's view, Spain and its institutions
misunderstood the Incas and disrupted the benefits of their institutions.
Although the Spanish chronicler observed directly and talked with surviv-

5. IIis provisions included cash, tangible iten1s, and prayers for Indian souls.
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ing Inca elites in Cusco, Rostworowski has the advantage of an array of
sources and historical hindsight.

Peter Bradley's and David Cahill's monographs, brought together in
Habsburg Peru: Images, bnaginatioll, and Menl0ry, are distinct pieces of work.
Bradley traces all kinds of English writings on Peru and how they shaped
and guided "the aspirations of many generations of those who unquestion
ably founded their materialistic proposals for plunder, commerce, and settle
ment upon such literature" (p. x). Cahill's piece is a reading of how the van
quished native nobility viewed their past, present, and future. What unites
the two studies is that they both represent "types of imagining," although
the imagining is advanced by diverse social groups. Moreover, Bradley is
luckier: he can count on written records for his analysis, while Cahill must
rely on probanzas and accounts of processions, fiestas, and rebellions. The
results are very different kinds of imagining. Surprisingly, however, this
may be the biggest advantage of publishing the two pieces of work together:
despite their different perspectives, some points of convergence emerge be
tween the "inquisitive Britons" and the "remnant Incas."

In "Peru in English: The Early History of the English Fascination with
Peru," Bradley features the interpretative parts of the English sources:
Indians are "a thrilling spectacle" and often peaceful and hospitable creatures.
The seventeenth century exhibited two visions of the Indian: the exotic Indian
and the peaceful Indian. Exotic representations of Indianness is a way of
dealing with the unknown and inciting an adventurous curiosity. The rep
resentation of a hospitable and peaceful Indian is a way of making the
Indian more "equal" and thus an invitation for investment and political al
liances (in this case, against the Spanish around mid-seventeenth century).
Such images took hold in European minds for more than a century and a
half, until the onset of the scientific expeditions at the turn of the nineteenth
century.

Although Bradley's study is interesting and one should not stretch
the intentions of the author, I found myself asking con1plementary questions:
once it is known that this or that image predolninated, that the books por
traying such images were widely read and discussed, one would also like
to know what were the practical consequences of this accumulated wisdon1.
How did it affect business life, how did it affect British relations with its own
and other "Indians?" How did such images differ from the ones circulating
in Spain or Portugal, or even among white elites in the colonies? How did
the images compare with lived reality, especially for elites in the colonies?
And what did Indians think about how they were being represented?

David Cahill brings us back to "the Andean utopia" in "The Inca and
Inca Symbolisn1 in Popular Festive Culture: The Religious Processions of
Seventeenth-Century Cuzco." He detects two prevalent interpretations of
"utopia" in Andean cos1110logy. The first is understood as a bundle of exist
ing projects and aspirations activated in crises ti111es. The second is under-
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stood as "a permanent and immanent mental structure that is continually
on view in traditional Andean iconology, whether in art, craft, or ritual
forms" (p. 99). Thus latent expectations and visible cultural expressions are
"the seat" of indigenous "utopia" attributed by scholars: a way to under
stand permanence, change, irruptions, and selective adaptations coming from
Indians. Cahill then asks why and how Creoles (all non-Indians) have, at
least occasionally and selectively, accepted "indigenous utopia." In contrast
to current visions (romantic nostalgia for a supposed Golden Age or cyni
cal opportunism), Cahill suggests locating Creole options in a more specific
context considering the regional setting (p. 103). The best known and most
turbulent regional case is Cusco.

The expression of regional specificity is the foundation of a regional
identity. Cusco had such foundations. In 1804, alienated from the inter
ventionist Bourbon regime, the inhabitants of Cusco proposed to become a
separate viceroyalty. Cusco illustrated positive long-term relations between
Creole and indigenous elites based on blood and ritual kinship ties and on
shared attention to genealogy. Cusco also had a "regional personality," doc
umented through the spread of Cusco-based art, especially the paintings of
the Escuela Cusquefia, which were sold throughout the Spanish Empire.
Via racial and ethnic alliances and art, Cusco created positive images of the
Incas in European and Peruvian literature, which was pervaded by roman
ticization of the Incas. Catholic festivities, in contrast, were impregnated
with Incaic concepts and symbolism, especially the Corpus Christi celebra
tions in Cusco (Cahill describes two colonial fiestas in 1610 and 1692) and
in the representations in objects of art. Alliances, art, and religious festivities
represent different means of transmitting cultural messages. In consequence,
Cahill argues, "the desire of some Cuzquefio Creoles for the restoration of a
modernized version of the Incario responded to a particular constellation
of circumstances" (p. 105). His conclusion stresses the validity and persever
ance of a colonial Inca culture.

Cahill's piece is one of the few historiographical attempts to fuse the
Incaic and the Creole, thus exploring the boundaries of something cultur
ally and politically new: a regional identity based on both cultural settings.
By accepting two sets of cultural values and expressions, Cahill is able to
leave behind a Manichean duality between "the Indian" and "the non
Indian." In a sense, then, his work presents a third alternative. By analyz
ing the fusion (at least among elites) between Incaic and Spanish pasts,
blood, and symbolism, Cahill undermines the dichotomous view embod
ied in Montoya's and Vargas Llosa's arguments. Instead, Cahill detects "the
politics of ['iJnaginairc":

The political nleaning and ranlifications of ritual involvement and Incaic symbol
iSlTI, again, nlay only be guessed at. On one level it nlay be read as acceptance of
the colonial reginle, yet on another it nlay be seen as a seed-bed for subversion, a
platform for the enlergence of radical political nlovements, whether of millennia!,
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nativist or merely secular tendency. It is probably subversive ipso facto, in that it
kept alive not only the Inemory, but also the possibility of senne future, alternative
and Inca-based order, one that could have been seen as fairer than the existing
colonial order. (P. 147).

A similar proposition runs through Ward Stavig's The World of Tupac
Alnaru, although he delves into different aspects of regional realities and
constellations, including the private domains of individuals. Stavig leads
readers into the turmoils of family violence and sexual disputes through his
reading of criminal court cases, especially from two provinces in Cusco, Canas
y Canchis and Quispicanchis (p. 28). Stavig is also interested in understand
ing how the colonial situation worked not only as "a destructuring device"
but also as "an unintentional means of solidification" (p. xvi). In other words,
he is interested in "colonialism in people's lives" (p. xv).

Drawing on a detailed analysis of various levels of regional interac
tions, Stavig paints a picture of the varied agendas of participants in the
1780 rebellion, before and after the event, and he highlights the divisions
among Cusco's curacas. These divisions explain the curacas' participation
on one side or the other. When examining individuals' private lives, their
political interaction, and their economic interests (rather than art or reli
gious symbols), the integrated regional identity (signaled by Cahill) dis
appears and is replaced by a sense of overt and hidden conflict. This gen
eralization also applies in a more institutional setting, like the workings of
the judicial system. Although the legal system functioned as "an effective
weapon of the weak" (p. 84), it suffered from "enforcement limitations" that
signaled impending and contradictory power relations (pp. 103-4). What
predominates in Stavig's interpretation are the oppositional forces in Cusco
society, although sometimes such oppositional forces cut across ethnic lines
and exhibited more of a class flavor.

Charles Walker pushes a similar argument one step further in Snl01
dering Ashes: CU2CO and the Creation ofRepublican Peru, 1780-1840. He explains,
"I examine the intricate and difficult relations among national ideologies
and policies, regional political movements, and the lower classes" (p. 3). In
doing so, Walker follows recent requests to bring the state back in without
excluding the people.

Walker's research is unusual in disregarding the traditional water
shed year of 1825 as the dividing line between the colonial and republican
periods. He shows instead "the transition of Inca revivalism froln a revolu
tionary platform during the Tupac Amaru uprising to one that bolstered a
conservative caudillo in the early republic" (p. 8). The caudillo was Agustin
Gamarra. According to Walker, despite several attempts overall to engage
in national politics, "no single group connected peasant society with
national political circles, and, in general, the links between these spheres
remained weak" in the first half of the nineteenth century (p. 212).

Contrary to Cahill but consonant with Stavig, Walker portrays a
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Cusco in which the division between Indians and non-Indians shaped so
cial relations, for good or for bad, "more than anything else" around the
time of the Tupac Amaru rebellion (p. 10). Walker, Stavig, and Cahill share
the view that around that time, varying understandings circulated freely, as
did ways to use such understandings of the Inca Empire for diverse eco
nomic and political purposes. Walker asserts, "The Bourbon state even
used the Incas to justify its own project" (p. 20). For Walker, the analytical
result is recognizing several forms of "nationalism" (or as he prefers, "pro
tonationalism"), which contained various degrees of "Incanness." Walker
expands on two forms of protonationalism: an Andean-based nationalism
and a Creole nationalism. He proposes that the "Peruvian nation needs to
be pluralized" (p. 18) and that interpretation of the meaning of the Tupac
Amaru rebellion needs to be reconceptualized. In Walker's view, the rebel
lion was neither a mass antecedent to the wars of independence, nor a
revivalist project based on Inca ideology, nor the final stage of colonial tra
ditions of negotiating political rights, as has been argued by several scholars
in past decades (p. 16).

Walker argues that in encompassing all these elements, the "Andean
utopia" was not too exotic but too radical. It was perceived during these
years as "an ideological foundation for an Indian or peasant movement"
(p. 120). Its radicalism was deeply entrenched in Peruvians' memories and
explains the brutal extirpation measures undertaken by the colonial state in
the aftermath of the Tupac Amaru rebellion as well as persistent Creole fears
about Indian participation during and after the wars of independence.

The colonial state ordered both the physical destruction of the lead
ers of the rebellion and the erasure of all kinds of symbolism pertaining to
Incan memories. Yet the colonial state could not penetrate many interstices.
Walker observes, "Defeating the rebels on the battlefield proved to be easier
than implementing the changes conceived by the Bourbon state," that is,
the remaking of relations between the peasantry and the state (p. 55). More
over, "the ambiguity of official policy inadvertently tended to support tradi
tional practices and leave a great deal of room for political maneuvering"
(p.63).

In the aftermath of independence, Cusco experienced an ideological
climate in which political thought and politicians elegized the greatness of
the region in Incan and colonial times. Walker recounts, "Writers and speak
ers presented the Incas as a syn1bol of Cuzco's former grandeur, not refer
ring in any substantial way to the Incas themselves or to their descendants.
At tin1es, references to the Incas transcended mere Cuzco chauvinism to
substantiate historically the n1erits of authoritarian rule" (p. 147). Thus the
Incas becan1e a source of regionalist sentin1ents and also a part of the
"greedy ethnic group."

In 1825 liberator Sin16n Bolivar proclaimed: "Peruvians! Very soon
we will visit the cradle of the Peruvian Elnpire and the Ten1ple of the Sun.
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Cuzco will have on the first day of its freedom more pleasure and more
glory than under the golden rule of the Incas." Walker continues, "Not only
did the city give the 'Liberator' a crown with sumptuous jewels but,
according to El Sol del CU2CO, the mythical founder of the Inca Empire,
Manco Capac, also sent his greetings from the tomb.... In 1826 and 182~

Cuzco celebrated EI Dia de San Simon in honor of Bolivar" (pp. 165-66). As
Miguel Izard pointed out, rejection by the metropolis did not impede the
sacralization of Western invasion.6

In a certain sense, Walker takes a stance close to Vargas Llosa: "Although
all Cuzco politicians cloaked themselves in the tradition of the Incas-in
which the Tahuantinsuyo figured as anything ranging from an enlightened
despotism to a revolutionary democracy-the conservatives did so with
greater sophistication and success. In general, however, neither group con
verted the Incas into an enduring symbol of the repUblic" (p. 171).

On the years after independence, Walker narrates "how Indians man
aged to defend their political autonomy and economic resources in the face
of a hostile Creole nation-state" (p. 186). This broad interpretation is based
on his admirable analysis of the various and contradictory images and ex
planations of the living conditions of Indians in the era following indepen
dence (pp. 194-201).

Focusing on the contemporary period, the eleven essays that make
up Alnerica Latina y Espaiia: Un futuro compartido analyze current economic
and entrepreneurial relationships between Spain and Latin America. Edited
by Antoni Guell y Mar Vila, this volume goes beyond short-term evalua
tions of Latin America as a site of profitable or unprofitable investments in
stressing the importance of the historical and social reality of Latin America.
Political instability, social protests, corruption, violence, and many other
characteristics endemic in Latin American countries resulted from the his
torical construction of these societies and have a strong bearing on its eco
nomic development and the region's role in the international economy.
Many of the contributors also claim that Spain's "success" in Latin AlTIerica
is linked to the cultural understanding built into their common history.
Fron1 this understanding arises a proposal in the introduction by Luis de
Sebastian for democracy and justice and a call to Spanish entrepreneurs (and
multinational interests) to think of Latin America in the long terlTI (rather
than en1ulate the short-terlTI assessments of the International Monetary Fund
or the World Bank) in terlTIS of equity, efficiency, and solidarity-all geared
toward change. In a certain sense, this call is an extension of the debate
begun in Cadiz in 1810 emphasizing the need for parity between econon1ic

6. rvliguel Izard, Al1lt;rica l.atil1a, ~igfo XIX: ViolL'l1Cia, ~llhdc~arrollo y dC]JL'l1dL'l1Cia (Madrid: 51n
tesis, 1990). See also his n10re recent publication, Ef rL'clll1:o t1 fa ciz'ili:acic511: Sobrc q/{iL'l1C~ 110 ~L'

tragaroll qUL' las Illdias fUL'rall csa l11t7raZ'illa (Barcelona: Peninsula, 20(0),154.
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and political partners as well as justice underlying this partnership between
countries and within countries, between Indians and non-Indians.

Conclusion

All the works reviewed here reveal unresolved aspects of the long
standing relationships among Indians, the Inca past, and the use of the Incas
as a symbol and a guide. No matter what the scholarly historical assess
ment, the Incas represent a living past, much to the chagrin of Vargas Llosa
and perhaps not quite as perfect as Montoya would like to believe. After all,
1/Andean principles"-which include reciprocity, cooperation, rotation of
power, elaborate festivities, and complementarity between the sexes, be
tween the individual and the collective, and between space and time-are
not unique to the Andes but are found in many other "anthropological
societies." This realization makes the Andean-Inca alternative both nar
rower and wider: narrower because it diminishes the historical specificity
and uniqueness of the Inca past and its multiple interpretations; wider be
cause it sets out to rescue many other noncapitalist alternatives in order to
rethink the future of humanity.

Expressed differently, we need to rethink a growing duality within
countries and between countries. Spanish economist Luis de Sebastian ex
plains this point in America Latina y Espal1a:

La dualidad consiste en que son en realidad dos sociedades distintas, que viven
bajo el caparazon comtin de la jurisdicci6n de un Estado, que tienen vinculos cul
turales tenues y en cualquier caso asimetricos, que estan relacionados funcional
mente en algunos sectores economicos (agricultura estacional, servicio dOlnestico,
sector informal), y que son utilizados vergonzosamente para validar el funcio
namiento del juego democratico en las elecciones. En muchas areas economicas,
sin embargo, son como compartimientos estancos: la parte rica puede funcionar
perfectamente sin la pobre-o sin gran parte de ella-mientras la pobre siempre
necesita a la otra para sobrevivir. Dualidad significa esencialmente desigualdad,
asimetria, explotaci6n y desprecio. Malos ingredientes para una estrategia de de
sarrollo en cualquier pais.... Los milagros economicos que han existido reahnente
se han debido a Ia voluntad colectiva de producirlos. (P. 27)

Thus the big questions remain as to where this collective initiative
might come from and how to decipher the benefits for all to be derived from
it. The answers are not to be found in Vargas Llosa, Montoya, or readings
of the history of the Incas.7

7. Perhaps a more realistic 'Nay to deal vvith opposing visions, realities, and meanings of
the past is to look into \vhat others have called syncretisll1 or hybrid colonial order or proto
nationalisll1. See Kenneth J. Andrien, Andean Worlds: Indigenou~ fJi~tory, Culture, aJld COJl
~ciOllSJless uJlder Spanish Rulc, 1532-1825 (Albuquerque: University of Nevv Mexico Press,
2001); and Terence N. 0'Altroy and Christine Ann Hastof, "Ell1pire and Donlestic Econoo1Y,"
forthcoo1ing.
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Waiting for the tuburada, the
ritual festival of the Guarijios.

available

in May

The Guarijios of the Sierra Madre
Hidden People ofNorthwestern Mexico
David Yetman
Yetman takes the reader on an engaging journey into Guarijio territory,
incorporating interviews and his own observations into the story he
unveils about their history, their struggle for land during the latter decades
ofthe twentieth century, and the ways in which they live.
Hardcover: $49.95

Workers or Citizens
Democracy and Identity in Rosario,Argentina, 1912-1930
Matthew B. Karush
This provocative study reinterprets the ensuing struggles over national
identity, political representation, and class in Argentina's first experiment
with electoral democracy.
Hardcover: $49.95

Spain and the Independence
of the United States
Thomas E. Chavez
The role ofSpain in the birth ofthe United States is a little known and
little understood aspect of U.S. independence. This book studies the very
active participation ofSpain in assisting the young colonies toward
independence.
Hardcover: $29.95

University ofNew Mexico Press
at boo!(storcs or caU 1-800-249-7737 tUtlJ/tI.unrnprcs_,·.c(Jln

vvaveland press, inc.

To order: Send $34.95:::plus$4 shipping ($6 outside of the U.S. and
Canada). Credit card q:~d~rs accepted by phone. Educators may
request a complimentarY pe\(iew copy at our website or by mail.

P.O. Box 400 Prosp;2titHeights, IL 60070 847/634-0081

vvvvvv.vvaveland.com
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Staying Sober in Mexico City
By Stanley Brandes
"I am quite confident that this will become not only
the standard reference on the cultural study ofalco
holism in Mexico, but also one ofthe very best over
all social science contributions to the study of
Mexican culture produced in the last fifty years."

- Marcelo Suarez-Orozco, Ilarvard University
$19.95 paper, $45.00 cloth

States of Nature
Science, Agriculture, and
Environnlent in the Spanish
Caribbean, 1760-1940
By Stuart McCook
This book traccs the history of the intersections
bctwecn nature, economy, and nation in the
Spanish Caribbean through a history of thc agri
cultural and botanical sciences in Vcnezuela,
Pucrto Rico, Cuba, Colombia, and Costa Rica.
$22.95 paper, $50.00 cloth

Latin America in
the Twenty-First Century
Challenges and Solutions
Edited by Gregory Knapp
Using reccnt case studies, this book showcases
thc achievcments of geographers in helping
understand and solve major problems facing
Latin America from conservation to transporta
tion to gender.
Distributed fin the Conference of
/.Jatin Americanist Geographers
$25.00 paper

Tejano South Texas
AMexican American
Cultural Province
By Daniel D. Arreola
"Arreola:~ major contribution . .. is that he is the
first to argue explicitly that this particular delin
eated region of1exas is a Tejano homeland. ... His
book will find a readership among geographers,
historians, sociologists, anthropologists, and the
general reading public."

-Andres Tijerina, author ofTcjano Empire:
Life on the South' Icxas Ranchos

Jack and Doris Smothers Series in
'texas /Jistory, / ,;fe, and Culture
$22.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

Remembering the Alamo
Memory, Modernity,
and the Master Symbol
By Richard R Flores
UDrawing on a broad range oftheorists in
various fields (geography, social history,
semiotics, cultural studies, and anthropology),
Flores proVides a compelling and quite forceful
analysis ofvarious historically produced forms
ofdocumenting, recalling, and interpreting the
Alamo." - Olga Ndjera-Hamfrez,

University ofCalifornia, Santa Cruz
Center for Mexican American Studies I listory,
Culture, and Society Series
$17.95 paper, $40.00 cloth

AReader in Latina
Feminist Theology
Religion and Justice
Edited by Maria PilarAquino, Daisy L.
Machado, and Jeanette Rodriguez
UTb my knowledge, this anthology is the first
attempt to give a comprehensive accollnt of the
emerging field of l,atina feminist theology, and
the various contributions illustrate how varie
gated this field promises to be."

- Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza,
llarvard DiVinity Schoo!

$19.95 paper, $50.00 cloth

RiUjuut Dur ClJ~(!;
Latm American,; studUu catPM!J.

Y UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
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Wifredo Lam and the
International Avant-Garde,
1923-1982
By LowcI)' Stokes Sims
This wide-rclIlging study explores the Cuban
artist's enduring contribution to world art
history- the reebmation and projection of
an African identity within mainstream art. It
focuses on the period from 1947 onwards, in
which IJam demonstrated the viability of
nationalist pursuits within modernism to a
new generation of artists.
Joe Rand 'Iereso 1,()zel17o I,ong Series
in I,clfin Americcln clnd I,atino Arl clnd Culture
$39.95 cloth

The Art and Architecture
of the Texas Missions
By Jacinto Quirarte
Using church records and other historical
accounts, as well as old photogrClphs, draw
ings, and paintings, Quirarte offers the most
comprehensive reconstruction and descrip
tion of the original art and architecture (\)f the
six remaining Spanish missions in 'Icxas.
Jock el11d Doris Smothers Series
in 'Iexas llistory, [,;fe, and Cullure
$60.00 cloth

The Grandeur of
Viceregal Mexico
J}easures from the
Museo Franz Mayer
By the Museo ~1anz Mayer and thc
MUSCUITI of Fine Arts, IIOllston
Ij()feword by Ilector Rivero Borrcll M.
and Pctcr C. Marzio
This landmark exhibition eCltc!logue features
extraordinary decorative and fine <lrlS from
the Mexican viceregal periocl (l521-lH21).
Written in Spanish allcll<nglish, it includes
five insightful essays that explore the
confluence of cultures that gives the arts of
colonial Mexico a distinctive qll;llity.
Distribuled IfJr the \ 1useu/n o{l'Ine ;\rls, [Ious/on
$40.00 paper

Mexico City in Contemporary
Mexican Cinema
By David William Foster
'/\s a collection ofreadings ofmajor contem
porary Mexican movies, this book is sUf)erb and
unprecedented. "

- Cynthia Steele, University ofWashil1gtol1
$21.95 paper, $50.00 cloth

Latin Politics, Global Media
Edited by Elizabeth Fox and Silvio Waisbord
"'/17is book makes an important contribution il1
hringing together a wide range ofessays thai
address the relation between glohalizing media
induslries and the state in contemfJorary 1Jatin
America. '177e contributors are velY solid, very
deeply knowledgeable about the countries they are
addressing; this is (/17 impressive assemblage o(
expertise from across the region."

- Daniel C. //allin,
University ofCaliforJ7ia, San Diego

$19.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

A revised editioll

Border Radio
Quacks, Yodelers, Pitchmen,
P~ychics, and Other
Amazing Broadcasters
ofthe American Ainvaves
By Gene Jj()wler and Bill Crawford
I~()fcword by W(>lfnlan Jack
'"Ihe magic o( /a / wildly colorfitl chafJler il1 hroad
casl his/(JlY lives 011 in this entertainingl), il1!c)T/77a
live loo!;? at the forces and the fJeofJle who
contributed to the rise o{ the medium."

-Chiclgo'li-il)lJlle
$22.95 paper, $50.00 cloth

800-252-3206 • www.utexas.edu/utpress
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new foam NOR THe A R0 LIN A

Missionary (apitalist
Nelson Rockefeller in Venezuela
DARLENE RIVAS

"Challenges our assumptions about the relationship
of U.S. capital to Latin America in the postwar
period. Anyone interested in Yankee imperialism
or the spread of U.S. economic ideals must read
this fine book." - Elizabeth Cobbs Hoffman, author
of The Rich Neighbor Policy: Rockefeller and Kaiser
in Brazil

Luther Hartwell Hodges Series on Business, Society,
and the State

312 pp. $49.95 cloth / $19.95 paper

Manifest Destiny's
Underworld
Filibustering in Antebellum
America
ROBERT E. MAY

Relates the often-tragic stories of
illegal expeditions into Cuba,
Mexico, Ecuador, Nicaragua, and
other Latin American countries.

"The fullest, most detailed, most
thoroughly researched book ever
written on the antebellum filibuster
movement. ... Conclusively demon
strate[s] the importance of the
drive for slavery's expansion in
driving the filibusters. Will become
an essential reference."
- James M. McPherson, Princeton
University

Approx. 496 pp., 21 illus., 5 maps

$45.00 cloth

Available July 2002

The Politilal languages of
Emanlipation in the British
Caribbean and the U.s. South
DEMETRIUS L. EUDELL

"An important, provocative, refreshingly original
and frequently brilliant analysis of the meanings
of freedom in two classic former slave societies.
It is a model of comparative scholarship and
deserves a place on the shelves of all scholars
of the African diaspora." - Colin A. Palmer,
Princeton University

248 pp. $45.00 cloth / $18.95 paper

Fear and Memor, in the
Brazilian Arm, and SOliet,.
1889-1954
SHAWN c. SMALLMAN

"Treats an important topic in an interesting
and novel way. Bringing to bear insights from
new non-governmental sources, [this book]
represents a much needed counterpoint to the
official history." - Wendy Hunter, University of
Texas at Austin

Approx. 312 pp. $49.95 cloth / $19.95 paper

publishing excellence since 1922

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS
at bookstores or 800-848-6224 I www.uncpress.unc.edu
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LYNNE RIE~~ER PUBLISHERS
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY BOOKS FROM

THE NORTH-SOUTH CENTER PRESS

Chile, Pinochet, and the Caravan of Death
PATRICIA VERDUGO, TRANSLATED BY MARCELO MONTECINO

"This is an important and influential book.... Readable,
informative, and at times deeply moving."
-Paul E. Sigmund • he $49.95 • pb $21.95

~ Venezuela: Public Opinion and
Protest in a Fragile Democracy
DAMARYS CANACHE

"With this book, Canache establishes herself as one of the most skillful
analysts ofVenezuelan public opinion."-Michael J. Coppedge • he $49.95

Ethnopolitics in Ecuador: Indigenous
Rights and the Strengthening of Democracy
MELINA SELVERSTON-SCHER, FOREWORD BY lUIS MAcAs

he $35 • pb $17.95

Canada, the United States, and Cuba:
An Evolving Relationship
EDITED BY SAHADE BASDEO AND HEATHER N. NICOL

"This volume will be a useful tool for policymakers
and for anyone interested in understanding the
remarkable complexities of Cuban-North American
relations."-Christon I. Archer • he $49.95

CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC BOOK!

Fault Lines of Democracy in
Post-Transition Latin America
EDITED BY FELIPE AGUERO AND JEFFREY STARK

"A splendid, skillfully organized volume.... This
timely and extremely important book is highly
recommended for Latin American practitioners,
students, and specialists alike."-Choice • pb $26.95

DISTRIBUTED (} North-South Center Press
FOR lJu N I V E R SIT Y 0 F M I A M I

eEL EBRATIN G 18 YEA RS 0 FIN D ErE N DEN T rUB LIS H I N G
180030 III Sr RII r . gOlll Dllt ( 0 X<UOI • UO~) 444 (,hX4 • I AX (W~) 444 OX24 • www.ricnncr.com
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The Lost Chronicles
of the Maya Kings
David Drew
New in Paperback-"This fascinating
book shines well-focused light on
what is known about the Mayas and
their stunning achievements"

-Dallas Morning News

Lines in the Water
Nature and Culture at Lake Titicaca
Ben Orlove
"A brave, accessible, and often lyrical
account of Lake Titicaca and its peo
ple's successful struggle to manage their
own resources. Orlove wears his deep
learning lightly: a pleasure to read."

-James C. Scott, Yale University
$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

$17.95 paper

~ Building the
Fourth Estate
Democratization and the
Rise of a Free Press in Mexico

" Chappell Lawson
"This is the first book of its kind to
portray the relationship between the
media and the state, the changing
behavior of the media in the 1990s,
and the consequences of these
changes for Mexico's democratic
transformation. "

-Roderic Ai Camp, author of
Mexico'5 Mandarins

$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

Empire and Revolution
The Americans in Mexico since the
Civil War
John Mason Hart
"This is an extraordinarily important
history of both U.S.-Mexico relations
and of the political, economic, social,
and cultural activities of Americans in
Mexico." -Friedrich Katz, author of

The Life and Times of Pancho Villa
Hart excavated recently declassified
documents in the archives of the
United States government and trav
eled extensively in rural Mexico to
uncover the rich sources for this grip
ping story of 135 years of interven
tion, cooperation, and corruption.
$39.95 cloth

Latinos
Remaking America
Marcelo M. Suarez-Orozco 8:
Mariela Paez, Editors
"This outstanding book makes a high
ly significant contribution to scholar
ship on the fast-growing Latino popu
lation. There simply is no other book
as comprehensive and well document
ed. Latinos will be read by a broad
audience...trying to understand this
group." -Pedro A. Noguera, author of

The imperatives of Power
$55.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

&~ ,q.2~~~?~~.~ ·.~~ ..••••.~rd~~ ~.~ ••09~· •. .~~·.3.~·.~.~.~.l ;- ·.· :···..~~1l~~~~~.~.0.2~~
<~$lf'IT";epf;~II.t:)lJ.tlNM· ~ISS
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AHISTORY OF ARGENTINA
IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
Luis Alberto Romero
Translated by James R Brennan

"The purpose of this book is to provide astraightfor
ward synthesis of twentieth-century Argentine his
tory in all its complexity and paradox.... Romero
focuses on Argentina's place in the larger world,
the role of the state, and the influence of culture
and intellectuals on the nation's development."

-Richard J. Walter, on the Spanish-language
edition in The American Historical Review

"Luis Alberto Romero has written a book that is
comprehensive, balanced, and full of insights into
the development-and turmoil-of modern
Argentine history. This book can serve as a starter
for anyone interested in the topic. Specialists too
will rely on it for its analysis and detail. James
Brennan's translation is outstanding."

-Jeremy Adelman, Princeton University
368 pages • $22.50 paper

PRESIDENTS WITHOUT PARTIES
THE POLITICS OF ECONOMIC REFORM IN
ARGENTINA AND VENEZUELA IN THE 1990s

Javier Corrales

"In Presidents Without Parties, Javier Corrales
makes a significant contribution to the growing
literature on the comparative political economy of
state and market reform.... This book is 'contro

versial' in the best sense by challenging much of
the conventional wisdom and scholarship on the
politics of economic reform."

-William C. Smith, University of Miami
352 pages .13 illustrations • August • $55.00 cloth

POLITICIANS AND ECONOMIC
REFORM IN NEW DEMOCRACIES
ARGENTINA ANDTHE PHILIPPINES IN THE 1990s

Kent Eaton

"This book makes asignificant contribution by syn
thesizing topics (legislators, party systems, bureau
cracies, executive-legislative relations, and public
policy) and regions (Latin America and Asia) that
are not commonly compared. [It] applies awide
range of methods, from following bills through leg
islatures to interviewing local actors and collecting
local scholarship and archival materials."

-Gretchen Casper, Penn State University
320 pages • August • $58.50 cloth

MODELS OF CAPITALISM
LESSONS FOR LATIN AMERICA

Edited by Evelyne Huber

Latin American societies have undergone funda
mental changes in the past two decades, moving
from capitalist economies with very wide-ranging
state intervention to more market-driven systems.
Models of Capitalism examines why some soci
eties with market economies perform much better
than others in combining growth and equity, and
what the less successful countries can learn from
the more successful ones.
528 pages • 7 illustrations • July • $65.00 cloth

~enn ~tate ~re~~
820 N. University Drive. USB 1, Suite C • University Park, PA 16802 • fax 1-877-PSU-BOOK • Www.psupress.org

AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES, OR ORDERTOLL FREE 1-800-326-9180
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JOSIAH BLACKMORE
Manifest Perdition
Shipwreck Narrative and the
Disruption of Empire
A new take on a famous collection of shipwreck
narratives, Historia Trdgico-Maritima (1735-36), or
The Tragic History of the Sea, that places them at
the center of resistance to colonialism.

$18.95 paper. $52.95 cloth. 200 pages

C. R. BOXER

The Tragic History of the Sea
Translated by C. R. Boxer
Foreword by Josiah Blackmore

$24.95 paper. 528 pages

MONICA BROWN
Gang Nation
Delinquent Citizens in Puerto Rican,
Chicano, and Chicana Narratives
Explores how Latino gang culture mirrors the
most destructive aspects of the American Dream
through a look at novels and memoirs.

$18.95 paper. $52.95 cloth· 256 pages

BEATRIZ SARLO
Scenes from Postmodern Life
Translated and with a foreword by Jon
Beasley-Murray
A celebrated critic offers a refreshing engagement
with the politics of global culture.

$17.95 paper. $44.95 cloth. 208 pages
Cultural Studies of the Americas Series, volume 7

University of Minnesota Press
www.upress.umn.edu

773-568-1550

Octavia Pa2;
Octavio Paz: A Meditation

ILAN STAVANS
In this small, memorable meditation on Octavio Paz as a thinker and man
of action, Ilan Stavans-described by the Washington Post as "one of our
foremost cultural critics"-ponders the obel Prize laureate's intellectual
courage against the ideological tapestry of his epoch and shows us what
lessons can be learned from him. Stavans explores such topics as the
crossroads where literature and politics meet, the place of criticism in
society, and Mexico's difficult quest to come to terms with its own history.
$19.95 cloth (0-8165-2090-9)

Spanish American Saints and the Rhetoric
of Identity, 1600-1810

RONALD J. MORGAN
Through close readings of hagiographies of five New World hoIy persons,
Morgan explores their significance as cultural and political symbols and
sheds important new light on the growth of Spanish-American self
consciousness and criollo identity formation. "A solid work ... It presents a
clearly differing interpretation as to the importance of the saints' Lives in
the broader social and political themes of the period." -John Schwaller
$45.00 cloth (0-8165-2140-9)

The University of Arizona Press
355 S. Euclid Ave., Suite 103, Tucson AZ 85719 • 1-800-426-3797

See other titles in Latin American studies at www.uapress.arizona.edu/catalogs/las/las.htm
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NEW&- FORTHCOMING BOOKS IN

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES FROM PALGRAVE

WORKING SLAVERY, PRICING
FREEDOM
Perspectives from the Caribbean,
Africa, and the African Diapsora
Edited by Verene A. Shepherd
A wide ranging collection spanning the
field of Caribbean and Atlantic world
slavery, history and historiography,
human and physical geography,
archeology and cultural studies, inspired
by the work of Barry Higman in whose
honor it is being published.
560 pp.1 0-312-29363-11 $21.95 pb.

SECRET MISSIONS TO CUBA
Fidel Castro, Bernardo Benes, and
Cuban Miami
Robert M. levine
"Sometimes there is a hero-a solitary
man who will do the right thing despite
the personal cost or the odds against
him. Bernardo Benes is one of them, an
unlikely but true American hero ...
Secret Missions to Cuba is a masterpiece
of history and reporting which fleshes

, out one of the great human dramas of
our time. Fascinating!"
-Edna Buchanan, Pulitzer Prize Winner
for General Reporting
320 pp.1 0-312-23987-41 $29.95 d.

GLOBALIZATION ON
THE LINE
Culture, Capital, and Citizenship at
U. S. Borders
Edited by Claudia
Sadowski-Smith
This interdisciplinary collection draws
together essays on the cultural effects
of globalization at the U.S.-Mexico and
U.S.-Canada borders.
256 pp.1 0-312-29483-21 $18.95 pb.

CESAR CHAvEZ
A BriefBiography with Documents
Edited by Richard W. Etulain
This concise biography of Cesar Chavez
documents the life of one of the most
important labor organizers of the last
half of the 20th century.
160 pp.1 0-312-29427-1 1 $39.95 d.

TRANSVESTISM,
MASCULINITY, AND LATIN
AMERICAN LITERATURE
Genders Share Flesh
Ben. Sifuentes-Jauregui
UA truly exceptional and extraordinarily
acute reflection on transvestism and the
performance of gender ...."
-Sylvia Molloy, President of the
Modern Language Association and Albert
Schweitzer Professor of Humanities at
New York University
256 pp.1 0-312-29440-91 $65.00 d.

TROPICAL CAPITALISM
The Industrialization of
Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Marshall C. Eakin
This book traces the rise of Brazil's
second largest industrial center, a
planned city created in the 1890s as the
capital of Minas Gerais, the nation's
second most populous state.
288 pp.1 0-312-22306-41 $55.00 d.

palgrave (888) 340-8477
Fax: (800) 672-2054

macm i lla n www.palgrave-usa.com
at St. Martin's Press

Distributors of I.B. Tauris, Manchester University Press, and Zed Books
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University Press
~ ofColorado

Now in Paperback
Mesoamerica's Classic Heritage
From Teotihuacan to the Aztecs
Edited By David Carrasco,
Lindsay Jones, and Scott Sessions
Mesoamerica's Classic Heritage engages the subject of the unity

and diversity of the pre-Hispanic Mesoamerica by focusing on

the classic heritage of the ancient city of Teotihuacan.

$29.95 Paperback

Ancient Tollan
Tula and the ToltecHeartland

By Alba Guadalupe Mastache, Robert R.Cobeon,
and Dan M. Healan

Based upon extensive archaeological researcH, Ancient Tollan;

Tula and the Toltee Heartland studies Mesoamerica's problem

city-Tula or Tollan, seat of the Toltec state.

$65.00 Hardcover

Hinterland Households: Rural Agrarian
Household Diversity
in Northwest Honduras
By John G. Douglass
In Hinterland Households, John G. Douglass lays out a new

understanding of rural households by investigating the basis of

diversity and differentiation as well as the sources for varia

tions in household wealth, production, and size in pre

Colonial Central America.

$34.95 Hardcover

clo 4100 28th Avenue N.W. · Norman, OK 73069-8218
Ph: (800) 627-7377, (405) 325-2000 · Fax: (800) 735-0476, (405) 364-5798

www.upcolorado.com
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W HAT T 0 REA D N EXT
How to Write the History
of the New World
Histories, Epistemologies,
and Identities in the
Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World

JORGE CANIZARES-ESGUERRA
"A masterpiece of scholarly ingenuity."

- The Economist
"A model of scholarship.... Explains

how Latin America began to form,
before independence, in colonial minds.
The author leads the reader into beguiling
labyrinths. "

- Times Literary Supplement
$55.00 cloth

Between the Sacred
and the Worldly
The Institutional and Cultural
Practice of Recogimiento in
Colonial Lima

The Ends of Literature
The Latin American "Boom" in
the Neoliberal Marketplace

BRETT LEVINSON
"One of the major works in Latin

American literary and cultural studies of
the last 20 years-an instant classic.... It
signals the beginning of a new paradigm
of contemporary Latin American cultural
production. "

-Alberto Moreiras, Duke University
$21.95 paper $49.50 cloth

The Mexican Economy, 1870-1930
Essays on the Economic History
of Institutions, Revolution,
and Growth

Edited by JEFFREY BORTZ
and STEPHEN HABER
$24.95 paper $55.00 cloth

NANCY E. VAN DEUSEN
"Full of vivid detail, the book brings to

life the importance of recogimiento both
to women and men of colonial Lima
and to colonial society in general."

-Susan Deans-Smith,
University of Texas at Austin

$60.00 cloth

New Worlds, New Lives
Globalization and People of
Japanese Descent in the Americas
and from Latin America in Japan

Edited by LANE RYO HIRABAYASHI,
AKEMI KIKUMURA-YANO,
and JAMES A. HIRABAYASHI
This book confronts the question who
and what is a ikkei, a person of
Japanese descent, by presenting case
studies from throughout the Americas.
$24.95 paper $60.00 cloth

s

~
~ l- --l

DAVID ROCK
$24.95 paper $60.00 cloth

State Building and Political
Movements in Argentina,
1860-1916
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THE VOLATILITY MACHINE
Emerging Economics and the Threat of
Financial Collapse

IIA welcome departure from the sterile
academic debate on the subiect of
financial crises."

emerging mar
ket countries.
Using this
model, he finally puts into perspective the
recent crises, a new sovereign liability
management theory, the implications of
the model for sovereign debt restructur
ings, and the new financial architecture.
Bridging the gap between finance special
ists and traders, on one hand, and econo
mists and policy-makers on the other, The
Volatility Machine is critical reading for
anyone interested in where the interna
tional economy is headed over the next
several years.
$45.00 ISBN 0195143302

region.

LATIN AMERICAN COMPETITIVENESS
REPORT 2001-2002
Edited by Joaquin Vial, Harvard University, and
Peter K. Cornelius, World Economic Forum
Highlights prospects for growth in the region, and,
more importantly, reveals obstacles to competitive
ness. Through in-depth analysis of regional trends
and detailed country profiles, the Report assesses the
comparative strengths and weaknesses of the leading
economies in Latin America. It also contains essays
on a variety of issues relevant to competitiveness
along with an assessment of the impact of the events
of September 11 th on the longer-term prospects of the
region. The Latin American Competitiveness Report
2001-2002 is an invaluable tool for policymakers, busi
ness strategists, and other important stakeholders, as
well as essential reading for all with an interest in the

Presents a radically different argument
for what has caused-and likely will con
tinue to cause-the collapse of emerging
market economies. Pettis combines the
insights of economic history, economic
theory, and finance theory into a compre
hensive model for understanding sover
eign liability management and the causes
of financial crises. He draws out the cor
porate finance implications of this
approach to argue that most of the cur
rent analyses of the recent financial crises
suffered by Latin America, Asia, and
Russia have largely missed the point. He
then develops a sovereign finance model,
analogous to corporate finance, to under-

Report 2007 -2002---at
WWW.oup-usa.org/reports

$50.00 ISBN 0195152565
224 pps.; 8 1/2 x 11
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